MSP® MethodTemplate
“…a useful addition to the armoury of the
programme office team and would provide a
good basis on which to develop the
documentation for a programme.”
APMG assessor on behalf of OGC

The PROJECT in a box Method Template for
Managing Successful Programmes® is unique in
providing you with fully authentic MSP® materials
under licence from Axelos.
Add the MSP® Method Template to your server
and it provides you with all the standard materials
and structure you need to manage programmes in
your organisation:
• Navigation and Process diagrams
• Template files and tools
• Extensive guidance content
All Authentic, directly from the MSP® manual
under licence and structured and packaged so you
can easily add your programme and get up and
running in a matter of minutes.

documentation so that the Programme Support
Office can see when changes are being made or
even make changes themselves. Similarly,
programme documents can be live shared with the
project teams. For example the central
Programme Plan could be made available within
each project. This capability is all controlled by the
permissions model so access can be given
selectively and can vary depending on the people
and projects involved.
The PSO tools like Searching, Notifications and
reporting all work on documents shared between a
programme and projects in this way, giving you
unprecedented information, control and flexibility
with minimal effort.

Navigation and Reporting
Of course you still get to use all the functionality of
PROJECT in a box but now you can get the
benefits with your programmes as well.

Your newly created programme will sit neatly
within PROJECT in a box with menus aliased to
reflect programme and project structure rather
than the project and stage format used in the
PRINCE2®, Atern® or other method projects.
For ease of navigation you can also create
Portfolios which contain the programme and its
constituent projects which help navigation and are
an excellent starting point for reporting. The
Dashboard also differs for your Programme
enabling you to use this report type simply across
any method hosted on your server.

Personalisation
As with all Method Templates you can use Method
Manager to personalise this to more closely match
your organisation’s requirements be that as simple
as adding logos and changing styles. For those
with greater needs the templates can be
customised and the processes extended, removed
or remodelled to change the content of method perhaps including existing corporate documents or
links to existing sources of information.

Authentic materials

Programme and project interaction
As your Programme management capability will be
hosted on the same server as your projects they
can interact to whatever degree you desire.
For instance key documents from each project can
be shown as part of the Programmes

PROJECT in a box has obtained a licence from
OGC the owners of the MSP methodology to
reproduce the entire content of the MSP Manual
as part of our MSP Method Template. Almost all
the manual is included as guidance documents
available within each of the processes and
grouped together in the Programme Library for
ease of reference.
This re-use of authentic material is another way in
which the MSP Method Template is set apart from
other systems as the original nature of the material
keeps your processes authentic and is familiar
helping your team to get up and running quickly.
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Licensing options
When you purchase the MSP® Method Template
you can then use it on your server and it will be
accessible to however many users you have
licensed and for as many programmes as you wish
to create.

MSP Method Template is included within the price
of the core licence.

MSP Method template can be added for just
£500+ vat

MSP Method template can be added for just
£75+vat

MSP Method template can be added for just
£75+vat

Supporting Services
We can also provide you with further services to
help you implement MSP including formal MSP
training via one of our Accredited Training
Partners. Prices on application.
If you want to get up and running as quickly as
possible with your programmes we can also come
in and help you personalise your Method Template
to better match the language, culture and
processes of your organisation . Good alignment
here makes it much easier to introduce and embed
MSP into an organisation. Our day rate for these
personalisation services is £1,000+vat+T&S per
day.

To explore further please contact us to arrange a
visit, web meeting/demonstration or to request
access to the evaluation versions of PROJECT in
a box.
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